Höhlenverein Blaubeuren e.V.

JuHöFola 2014 1.8.2014 – 16.8.2014 in Blaubeuren (Seissen)
Final Report and Program:
Daily:
Common breakfast, common dinner; changing regional dishes from the
participating groups.
The late afternoons were used for group games, presentations and movies about
the home countries of the participants and about speleological themes. The
participants made small daily presentations about their experiences during the
day. These talks were continued at the campfire.
The group formations and sizes always changed, reflecting the interests of the
participants.
Friday, 1. August 2014:
Camp setup, first meeting of participants, discussions about expectations, and
brainstorming about the themes: "Why should young cavers in Europe work
together" and "How can young cavers participate and place their opinions as
European citizens".
Thoughts and planning concerning the program, group work: "How do we
finish a meaningful documentation at the end of the camp", afterwards
evaluation.
Excursion to Blaubeuren visiting the Blautopf, Prehistoric Museum, and
monastery.
Overnight stay.
Saturday, 2. August 2014:
Revision of the existing cave equipment, adapting and lending of equipment
for horizontal and vertical caves.
First exercises in SRT (Single rope techniques) on trees as qualification for
safe cave visits, mandatory for all participants.
Presentation: Cave equipment, what is available and what is recommended.
Overnight stay.
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Sunday, 3. August 2014:
Group 1: SRT-Training on trees and rock wall.
Group 2: Caving in the Steebschacht (vertical cave).
Group 3: Karst geology and biology – The Gustav Jakob Höhle and the
Bärentalhöhle as an example.
Group 4: Cave communication and data transmission from caves – the
Vetterhöhle as an example.
Group 5: Cave photography in the Hohlen Fels cave.
All: Discussion: Cave protection rules and companionate behavior during
caving.
Evening: Country evening: Poland. Presentation of the country and its caves,
typical meals.
Overnight stay.
Monday, 4. August 2014:
Group 1: SRT-Training.
Group 2: Stone machining at shaft III of the Vetterhöhle.
Group 3: Cave photography in the Sontheimer Höhle.
Group 4: Tectonic measurements in the Bärentalhöhle.
Group 5: Survey training at the club home.
Group 6: SRT at the Bismarkfelsen (rock formation).
Presentation: Geology of the swabian alb.
Evening: Country evening: Slovenia. Presentation of the country and its caves,
typical meals.
Overnight stay.
Tuesday, 5. August 2014:
Group 1: Cave climate definition, possibilities to monitor cave climate.
Preparation of an air pressure experiment.
Group 2: Survey of the Sirgensteinhöhle.
Group 3: Cave biology in the Bärentalhöhle.
Group 4: Cave animals – collecting in the Bärentalhöhle. Presentation of cave
animals.
Evening: For tireless, digging in the Bärentalhöhle.
Overnight stay.
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Wednesday, 6. August 2014:
Group 1: Cave survey Impfernsteinhöhle.
Group 2: Air pressure experiment in the Bärentalhöhle.
Group 3: Biology: Collecting cave animals in the Vetterhöhle.
Evening: For all who didn’t have enough cave during the day: Digging
in the Bärentalhöhle.
Overnight stay.
Thursday, 7. August 2014:
Group 1: Cave survey with the DistoX.
Group 2: Geology: Evaluation of the collected sediments from the
Bärentalhöhle.
Group 3: Hydrology: Flow velocity in the Blau and Schmiech rivers.
Group 4: Caving in the Vetterhöhle.
Group 5: Evaluation of the collected cave animals (biology).
Overnight stay.
Friday, 8. August 2014:
All participants make a bus trip to the geological highlights of the swabian alb.
Evening: Bat-Night. The native bats were shown in a presentation, afterwards a
nightly excursion to the Blautopf spring, a habitat of the water bat. The radar
sounds of the bats were made hearable by a bat detector.
Overnight stay.

Saturday, 9. August 2014:
Free day with activation offers:
1. Cultural sightseeing in Ulm.
2. Caving in the Falkensteiner Höhle (water cave).
3. Rock machining at shaft III of the Vetterhöhle.
Overnight stay.
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Sunday, 10. August 2014:
Group 1: Geology: The valleys of the Blau- and Danube-rivers, sightseeing
Hohler Fels (prehistoric cave).
Group 2: Drachenfelsgang in the Vetterhöhle – reclaimed land research.
Group 3: Cave Photography in the Vetterhöhle.
Group 4: Shaft III in the Vetterhöhle..
Evening: Presentations: GPS, Cave Link Cave Communication, Radiolocation
in caves.
Overnight stay.
Monday, 11. August 2014:
Group 1: Geological surface excursion to the Lonetal.
Group 2: Survey, 2nd course – basics.
Group 3: Communication into the Bärentalhöhle, transfer of a point in the cave
to the surface by radiolocation.
Overnight stay.
Tuesday, 12. August 2014:
Group 1: Cave survey: Taking data in a gallery.
Group 2: Geology: Surface excursion: Karst and volcanology.
Group 3: SRT – Rossgallschacht.
Group 4: CaveLink in the Bärentalhöhle, technics of sensors.
Evening:
1. Rock machining in the Bärentalhöhle.
2. Show cave: Sontheimer Höhle
3. Radiolocation in a gallery in Schmiechen.
Overnight stay.
Wednesday, 13. August 2014:
Group 1: Hydrology, part 2.
Group 2: Geology: Rock science
Group 3: Cave survey: Drawings of speleothemes.
Group 4: SRT: Companion rescue
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Collecting data for a documentation. The participants want to produce a DVD,
because there is enough room for all pictures and even older digital data. All
the reports are also produced digitally.
Evening: Country evening: Germany. Presentation of the country and its caves,
typical meals.
Caver challenge: Who can pass the tightest narrow point? An adjustable narrow
point, made out of two wooden planks, challenged all participants.
Overnight stay.
Thursday, 14. August 2014:
Group 1: Geological excursion to a meteor crater.
Group 2 and Group 3: Caving in a shaft cave: Todsburger Schacht.
Evening: Presentation: Therion survey computer program.
Overnight stay.
Friday, 15. August 2014:
Common operation in the Bärental cave. The sediment, accumulated during the
digging activities, is put out of the cave.
Review of the last two weeks and view into the future. The participants will
report in their home caving clubs about the camp. Everybody got a DVD with
lots of material.
The German participants will present the cave activities at the "SpeläoSüdwest", a cavers meeting in September in Blaubeuren.
In August 2016, there will be the next "JuHöFoLa".
Farewell meeting.
Overnight stay.
Saturday, 16. August 2014:
Common depletion of the camp and packing of the personal stuff.
Cleaning of the personal and club equipment.
During the afternoon and evening, the participants depart.
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Final Project Budget:
Unterkunft und Verpflegung
Accomodation & Food
Reisekosten: Transporte zu den
Ausflügen, Busexkursion
Costs for Sightseeing & bus excursions
Versicherung / Insurance
Eintrittsgelder in Museen u. ä.
Entry Tickets for museums etc.
Referentenkostenersatz
Costs for trainers and group leaders
Taschengeld Gruppenleiter
Lumpsum group leaders
Ausleihe von Höhlen- und
Campingausrüstung
Rental costs for caving equipment, tents
and sport equipment
Ausleihen von Medien bzw.
Vorführgeräten
Rental of Media equipment
Ausleihen von wissenschaftlichen
Geräten
Rental of scientific equipment
Verbrauchsmaterial für das Programm:
Usables:
Organisationskosten
Other costs for organisation
Summe:
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7438.53
1235.30

165.76€
0€
500.00€
950.500.-

300.-€

150.-

188.50
150.-€
11078.09€

Photo table

Group photo of most of the participants and
group leaders (photo: Markus Boldt).

Some participants in front of the „Höfohaus“
(photo: Markus Boldt).

Presentation “Caving equipment, what is
available and what is recommended” (photo:
Knut Brenndörfer).

Radiolocation in a cave gallery in Schmiechen
(photo: Uros Illic).

In front of the Todsburger Schacht (photo Adam
Pyka).

SRT training for the participants (photo: Uros
Illic).
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In Bärentalhöhle, use of air pressure equipment
(photo: Uros Illic).

Theoretical group work during the youth camp.

At the entrance of Falkensteiner Höhle.

Cavers test: who can pass the most narrow
crawl?
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